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AN ENCHANTED STORY: VOLSHEBNAYA SKAZKA
Young Russian Art Sensation, Anna Berezovskaya,
holds Solo Exhibition at REDSEA Gallery
Following the sell-out success of their first collaboration back in 2011, REDSEA Gallery is once again hosting a
solo exhibition for young, Russian art sensation, Anna Berezovskaya, this May 2013. “An Enchanted Story:
Volshebnaya Skazka” opens on Saturday 18 th May 2013, with a three-week run, unveiling 24 of
Anna’s most recent and stunning oil paintings that draw on her exceptional ability to story-tell in a unique and
highly compelling artistic way.
With the value of Anna’s paintings having risen 60%- 70% since her last solo exhibition with REDSEA Gallery,
and at just 26 years old, Anna is now very firmly established as one of the most exciting and inspiring
contemporary young artists to come out of Russia in recent times.

Wade, 200cm x 80cm, 2013

This exhibition will showcase a sensational new range of work including the amazing ‘Wade’ at 200cm x 80cm
(pictured above) and ‘Seafarers’ (100cm x 140cm), a captivating tale in which Anna depicts a battalion clashing
in a battle for the heart of the young lady at the centre of the piece. It is a painting about something eternal, a
battle for attention and love.	
  	
  	
  Anna’s majestic talent lies in her ability to capture her dreams together with
layers of fantasy and enchantment to create rich visual feasts that are both powerfully mature and whimsically
childish in equal measures. In these latest stunning paintings, Anna continues to play with her version of reality
in powerful and poetic ways whilst the quality and integrity of her work ensures once again that this whole
collection will stand the test of time as highly collectable and valuable works of art.
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Seafarers, 100cm x 140cm, 2013

Chris Churcher, Owner of REDSEA Gallery, says “We are absolutely thrilled to be bringing Anna back to
Singapore once again; giving our Asian-based collectors and art-investors the exclusive opportunity to share in
Anna’s rapidly rising star. With the value of her work having risen so significantly since her last solo exhibition
with us, there is already much excitement and anticipation building for this new collection of works.”
He continues; “The Russian contemporary art market is very much on the rise at the moment, as seen by the Art
Paris Art Fair which this year, for the first time ever, is devoting a whole section to Russian artists, as well as the
arrival of some Russian galleries here in Singapore so we feel very privileged to be representing such an
exceptional and highly sought after talent as Anna’s.”
Anna’s solo exhibition will open at REDSEA Gallery in Dempsey Hill on Saturday 18th May 2013 for three weeks.

ENDS
Interviews with Anna and Images of her work are available upon request.
For further information please contact:
Selina Boyd, MarComms, REDSEA Gallery +65 9668 7555 selina@redseagallery.com
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About Anna Berezovskaya

	
  

Please see attached biography.
Images of Anna and her artworks are available on request.

About REDSEA Gallery
REDSEA Gallery is one of Singapore’s leading contemporary galleries for inspirational, quality art.
Founded in 2001 by British owner, Chris Churcher, REDSEA Gallery has firmly established its reputation within
Singapore and the wider Asian art market as representing a highly exclusive, international selection of the very
best of modern art’s well-respected and emerging artists.
REDSEA Gallery prides itself on presenting stunning art with a personal service, forging strong relationships with
each and every one of our artists, clients and visitors alike, whilst the REDSEA Gallery brand offers traditional
excellence with modern style.
We occupy a stunning and truly unique 6,000 sq ft gallery space at the heart of one of Singapore’s architectural
and cultural heritage sites - the revitalised colonial army barracks of Dempsey Hill. This sensational space is
used both for our gallery and artist exhibitions and also as a private and corporate venue for hire for events. In
addition, REDSEA Gallery also offers a range of private client and corporate consultancy, art rental and
investment services.
REDSEA Gallery has been representing Anna Berezovskaya since 2009 and is passionate about bringing her to
the global stage whilst protecting her unique and almost fairy-tale like perspective on the world, which so clearly
gives rise to the power and energy emanating from her work.
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